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Coastal hydro-morphodynamics present significant uncertainties, one order of
magnitude larger for sediment transport than for the driving hydrodynamics. Metocean factors (waves, currents, and levels essentially) are normally selected from a
probability distribution, where only the central trend is considered, and then the analysis
of hydro-morphodynamic processes is carried out within a deterministic framework.
This analysis is often based on a non-updated topo-bathymetry, with implicit error
intervals for many variables, which results in uncertainties that, unless presented from an
ethical perspective, tend to hinder proactive decision making and thus result in growing
coastal degradation. To address this challenge, the article starts with the uncertainty
in water/sediment fluxes and resulting morphodynamic impacts under average and
storm conditions, proving the need to include explicit error levels in the analysis and
subsequent assessments. The article develops this approach for field and lab data,
considering how they are extrapolated to estimate key variables in coastal sustainability
and engineering decisions, illustrated in terms of the longshore sand transport. Such a
key variable estimation presents large uncertainties and thus requires a stricter ethical
approach for extreme events, which serves to illustrate the transmission of uncertainties.
The article concludes with a short overview of the implications that these uncertainties
may have for coastal risk assessments and proactive decision making, discussing how
large error levels without a suitable ethical assessment may result in socio-economic
mistrust, which will limit the necessary optimism to address future coastal sustainability.
Keywords: coastal, adaptation, uncertainty, data, morphodynamics, risk, ethics, optimism

INTRODUCTION
Coastal conflicts, aggravated by increasing anthropogenic and climate change pressures, require
an ethical assessment of coastal impacts that enable a delineation of coastal pathways, including
reference and target states (Davos, 1998; Knowlton, 2021). Only from such a basis, with explicit
and ethically estimated uncertainties, it is possible to develop adaptation pathways (Haasnoot
et al., 2013) based on consensus aims, tipping points and the means to circumvent them. Such
a development must involve scientists, stakeholders and users, within a motivated engagement
where ethics and optimism define a fabric that supports a shared coastal sustainability drive.
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climatic change. Such coastal pathways must consider the
possible chronicity of these factors, introducing unbiased and
dynamic tipping points that are ethically defined with their
uncertainties to promote a cross sectoral cooperation that covers
the entire polity. This sustained cooperation, based on objective
knowledge and multifarious benefits across scales and social
groups, should apply the wealth of data (in situ and remote) and
knowledge now available (Sánchez-Arcilla et al., 2021) as well as
the recent advances in lab and numerical tools (e.g., Kim et al.,
2020) to steer adaptation pathways, co-developed by all relevant
stakeholders. Such cooperation should contribute to overcome
the lack of connectivity in present coastal systems, with barriers to
biophysical fluxes, socio-economic activities and even perception
by different actors, resulting in disconnected coastal realities
(Nicolodi et al., 2021) that favor inactivity and ethical conflicts.
Building consensus for coastal adaptation, supported by
ethically impregnated assessments, will facilitate the combination
of short term “urgencies” with long-term planning, often
related to climatic/anthropic pressures. Such combination will
avoid disruptions in adaptation pathways associated to volatile
and ephemeral interests, compounded by limited individual
and collective ethics. These disruptions preclude stability for
investments that ensure a legacy of the present coastal natural
capital, compounded by the mismatch between natural dynamics
and cultural speed, where slower benefits such as, for instance,
from ecosystem services (Giakoumi et al., 2018), tend to be
disregarded or despised. The new advances in data/models,
permeated by an ethical dimension, should help to reconcile
short-term views and benefits with the interest of future
generations, facilitating the quest of new coastal paradigms,
associated to a transformation of governance, finance and
techniques that contribute to knit a social-ecological fabric
that supports ethical decisions and optimistic engagement. By
reconciling individual and collective interests within adaptation
pathways it should be feasible to co-define tipping points and
alarm criteria, favoring coastal sustainability and breaking the
present trend toward degradation. An aggregation of costbenefit utilitarian criteria with longer term benefits, less prone
to monetary quantification, requires an ethical-based value
system that underpins a transition in policy and governance to
achieve sustainability within tipping points. This aggregation will
overcome the purely quantitative assessment of cost-effectiveness
that may obfuscate value conflicts, particularly at longer time
scales, empowering scientists, decision-making authorities, and
power elites to reach cooperative agreements rather than to
impose an unfair balance from contentious negotiations to reach
any “best” coastal status selected by the most powerful players.
The relationship between information and decision/power
should be bounded by: (a) shared ethical values; (b) explicit
uncertainties and error intervals; (c) clear distinction between
true and false discourses. Such an approach requires a
transformation on how information is generated, disseminated
and even controlled, since that information shapes perceptions
and the capacity to decide by diverse socio-economic groups. The
application of an ethical approach to establish uncertainty levels
and apply formulations to define a knowledge-based discourse
is presented in next sections, illustrating how this approach

The present dystopian situation differs from such an idyllic
landscape due to: (a) large and often implicit uncertainties that
allow biased decisions, often against a sustainable coastal future;
(b) corrupted analyses linked to limited ethics and diverging
interests that lead to aggravated conflicts; (c) unmotivated
stakeholder cooperation due to social inertia or contradictory
expert opinions; (d) reactive compromises because of personal
interests or perceived threats, which result in inefficient
adaptation; and (e) lack of decision making, due to overwhelming
uncertainties and pervasive pessimism that result in inactiveness.
All these hurdles, however, should not hinder the holistic
transformation, including an ethical dimension, that is required
for sustaining present coastal systems, hosting an inordinate
proportion of population and a significant concentration of
socio-economic assets (Neumann et al., 2015). The scientific
world should support this transformation by: (a) bounding
and making explicit the inherent uncertainties with larger
data sets and improved knowledge; (b) increasing social and
economic confidence on observational and numerical results,
based on cross-disciplinary analysis impelled by balanced ethics;
(c) proactive decisions linked to available forecast and projection
products (e.g., Garcia Sotillo et al., 2020) that apply and share
such anticipated information; and (d) cooperative commitment
based on stakeholder optimism and trust on the co-designed
interventions and criteria.
Following such rationale this article will start from an analysis
of coastal adaptation pathways and the decisions required for a
sustainable conservation (section “Coastal Adaptation Pathways:
Decisions for a Sustainable Conservation”), followed by the
probabilistic characterization of metocean drivers (section “Field
Data and Statistical Processing: Uncertainty in Diagnosis”) to
prove the importance of making the uncertainties explicit to build
trust and promote fair decisions. The inevitable error intervals
in lab/field data are examined next (section “Lab Data and Error
Intervals: Morphodynamic and Engineering Consequences”),
showing how they may condition coastal engineering calculations
and interventions, illustrating the need for ethical approaches
that avoid biased expert opinions that, in turn, may lead to a
loss of socio-economic confidence on coastal interventions. After
considering the difficulties in valuation and how that may result
in fuzziness for impact and risk assessments (section “Coastal
Risk Assessments: Hazard and Vulnerability Estimations”), the
article ends with some discussion and recommendations (section
“Shared Coastal Futures: Ethics and Optimism”) on the need
for combined ethics and optimism as a basis for increasing
stakeholder cooperation to sustain coastal systems.

COASTAL ADAPTATION PATHWAYS:
DECISIONS FOR A SUSTAINABLE
CONSERVATION
Adaptation pathways (Armitage et al., 2008; Plummer, 2009;
Haasnoot et al., 2013) consist in a structured set of interventions
with deadlines and tipping points that, when applied to dynamic
coastal systems, should make use of the windows of opportunity
offered by socio-economic crises, storm events or accelerating
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essential to achieve healthy and resilient coasts. Such coastal
protected areas will provide room for coastal dynamics and
habitats for coastal ecosystems, helping to reconnect the natural
coastal capital (represented by its biodiversity and ecosystem
services) with littoral socio-economic assets, key for the welfare
of coastal populations.
To reduce uncertainty and promote uptake, coastal adaptation
pathways should build on the best available scientific knowledge
(e.g., Hilborn et al., 2020), supported by data and simulations
that enable applying objective metrics to assess ecosystem services
and coastal risk levels. These metrics can help steering the
selection and deployment of coastal interventions, combining
objective measures with subjective criteria that require an ethical
framework to aggregate scales (e.g., storm scale with climatic or
decadal variations) and define tipping points and the consensus
“target” coastal status. The sequenced set of interventions
contained in adaptation pathways should be implemented in
spite of underlying uncertainties, distinguishing between success
and failure based on consensus, predictions, and past experience.
A proactive approach, based on ethical assessments, will result
in enhanced resilience when compared to do-nothing options,
enabling an explicit balance between tradeoffs (e.g., benefits
for some coastal areas at the expense of other more degraded
stretches) and the inclusion of long term sustainability aims
(e.g., coastal legacy for next generations). Such a proactive
approach can only be achieved from an ethical basis and a
state of “essential” optimism, which should be supported by an
informed comparison of where our coast would be if nothing
had been done. The balance between positive and negative
messages should be, therefore, carefully considered because
negative information (e.g., Ledgerwood and Boydstun, 2014),
compounded by uncertainty may preclude action and lead coastal
zones to a status of irreversible degradation (Figure 2). The trend
toward degradation, simply illustrated in the figure by “available”
beach width as a measure of the protection, leisure and ecological
functions the beach, can be alleviated by proactive decisions that
apply Nature Based Solutions (NBS). Such a negative beach trend,
however, will continue under reactive decisions, at different rates
depending on the type of interventions: Business as Usual (BAU)
is normally associated to small scale interventions, less effective
than conventional engineering. These latter interventions may
produce important oscillations in the beach response due to their
limited synergy with natural coastal dynamics.
Coastal systems feature a multifarious set of natural and
socio-economic assets that are at risk under present meteooceanographic conditions and will be increasingly threatened by
climate change. Coastal natural capital stock (ecosystem structure
and processes) and its evolution under climatic/anthropic
stressors will be modulated by initial characteristics and the
level of acting pressures (Potts et al., 2014), which together
determine coastal trajectories (Figure 2) and impacts, that
should be evaluated from an ethical basis to aggregate hard to
quantify assets that require specific combinations of monetary
and non-monetary metrics. The ethical dimension should build
upon explicit error intervals and a consensus balance among
diverging interests or a complete monetization of ecosystem
services, aggregating short term values (e.g., from a severe

can promote a balanced perception that combines hard facts
with opinions, overcoming the present trend to overweight
opinion with respect to facts. For interdisciplinary systems like
coastal zones, the merging of social and ecological sciences
should build upon knowledge-based ethics, to enable a transition
from segmented management and rigid engineering to a
holistic approach that links sustainability to social responsibility,
particularly for the irreplaceable natural capital. By combining
the rational and intuitive dimensions in coastal analyses, merging
historic criteria with present big-data analysis (e.g., applied to
regional high resolution forecasts or satellite data) it should
be feasible to reach an informed consensus on what is best
for coastal zones, avoiding futile contentious negotiations that
seldom contribute to long term sustainability. Such a consensus
must acknowledge that coastal sustainability is neither cheap nor
immediate and affected by significant uncertainties, associated
to the multiple scales that coexist in coastal processes and
the wide fan of “partial” models for these processes (Thieler
et al., 2000; Cooper and Pilkey, 2004, 2007; McLaughlin and
Cooper, 2010). Such uncertainties tend to hinder stakeholder
engagement (Dean et al., 2018; Dawson et al., 2020), limiting
the capacity to tackle sustainability challenges, which are growing
steadily by increasing anthropic (e.g., coastal population density)
and climatic pressures (e.g., sea level rise) together with other
emergent threats, in particular, those of anthropic origin. These
threats must include less conspicuous pollutants (e.g., toxins,
microplastics, viruses. . .), often forgotten interactions (e.g., with
submerged aquifer, seabed contaminated sediments. . .) and the
synergies between anthropic and climatic pressures (e.g., sea
water temperature increases that increases the impact of high
nutrient levels) (De los Santos et al., 2019).
Coastal adaptation pathways under climate change, illustrated
in Figure 1 for a typical Mediterranean coastal stretch, will
become more sustainable when building upon the natural
capacity of coastal systems to repair themselves (Sánchez-Arcilla
et al., 2016), introducing jump-start interventions to enhance
recovery if getting dangerously close to tipping points. These
interventions should address the problem root (e.g., sediment
starvation, and coastal rigidization, etc.) to transform degraded
coastal areas into high quality habitats (Possingham et al.,
2015), and here ethical criteria must be applied when estimating
the always hard to quantify natural resilience capacity. Ethical
criteria suggest the need, as illustrated by the examples presented
in following sections, of new coastal approaches that bound
uncertainty in drivers/responses and that associate predictions
and valuations with explicit error intervals. Only from bounded
uncertainty, underpinned by an ethical assessment, it will
be possible to generate proactive decisions for tough coastal
challenges that affect long term values. And these proactive
decisions are key to anticipate climatic impacts, but require a
baseline of optimism to launch mid to long term plans and
investments, especially in situations of economic crises where
present needs may underestimate the importance of longer term
assets. A typical example is that of coastal protected spaces,
following the road of marine protected areas and national
parks on land, which provide mid to long term benefits, such
as biodiversity, that are not easy to monetise but which are
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FIGURE 1 | Illustration of coastal adaptation pathways for a Mediterranean barrier beach subject to subsidence, because it is located in a deltaic system, and
erosion due to longshore transport gradients in the sea (outer) side. This barrier beach has a limited natural sediment supply and experiences rotation due to
frequent overwash and breaking processes, making the delineation of adaptation pathways extremely dynamic and complex. The selected pathways are: (B_C)
Maintaining Breaching and Connectivity with a tipping point 20 years from now for an intermediate scenario, between RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5; (O_S_S) Occasional
Sand Supply for an intermediate scenario, with a tipping point 40 years from now; (O_S_S_A) Occasional Sand Supply and Sand Groins for the same intermediate
scenario and with a tipping point 50 years from now; (O_S_S_GD) Occasional Sand Supply with Geo-Diversity for the same intermediate scenario and a tipping point
50 years from now. The circles denote change of pathway, moving to another type of approach/interventions. The vertical lines denote tipping points.

FIGURE 2 | Schematization of coastal trajectories against time and sea level rise (SLR), defined by some key variable (beach width in this case) and illustrating the
effect of proactive versus reactive decisions. Beach width is a key variable to assess the three main functions of a beach: Protection, where the capacity to dissipate
incoming wave energy depends critically on width; Economic support, where the emerged beach area is proportional to tourism and directly related socio-economic
activities; and Ecological support, also depending on the width/height of the beach. The various types of possible interventions considered for the trajectories are:
Business as usual, BAU reactive decisions (green line); Conventional engineering decisions, in a mixed reactive/proactive approach (red line); Nature Based
Solutions, NBS, proactive decisions (blue line).
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more balanced opinions, leading to contradictory interpretations,
lack of socio-economic confidence on technical assessments and
suggestions of poor ethics. Storm Gloria produced the highest
ever recorded significant wave height in the Spanish coast,
reaching 8.44 m in the deep-water Valencia buoy (Puertos del
Estado network) on January 20th at 06 UTC (with an estimation
of 13.5 m for the maximum wave height). The previous record
for the significant wave height in the same buoy was 6.45 m
and the maximum significant wave height previously recorded
along Spanish coasts was 8.15 m, measured at the Mahón buoy in
January 2003. Storm Gloria set a historical maximum individual
wave height of 14.2 m recorded at Dragonera buoy (Balearic
Islands) on January 20th at 02 UTC.
Storm Gloria can be analyzed in terms of an extreme wave
height distribution, derived by best fitting of an extreme function
to the XIOM (Bolaños et al., 2009) data series, providing one
of the longest wave data sets along the Spanish Mediterranean
coast, that cover the period 1990–2012 with 17.5 effective years
of data. The extreme wave height distribution function has been
obtained with a peak over threshold (e.g., Sánchez-Arcilla et al.,
2008a) method (POT), where the temporal limits and adjustment
parameters have been selected from a sensitivity assessment. The
resulting distribution parameters, based only on “acceptable”
data that comply with physical and statistical criteria as part
of a strict quality control, depend on personal and technical
criteria and illustrate a first decision level where ethics and
knowledge are of paramount importance. Figure 3 shows the
Weibull extreme distribution (Gumbel and Frechet functions
were empirically discarded) based on a least squares fit and a
range of formulas to estimate relative frequencies, having selected
the Goda’s expression (Goda, 2010) for the plotting-position
because it provided a slightly better fit. In Figure 3 the black
(solid) line represents the median value, whose 90% confidence
limits are depicted by dashed black lines. Horizontal lines in
this figure indicate a selection of the highest recorded significant
wave height in the area during the period covered by data, where
the red line shows the maximum value reached in January 2020
(storm Gloria) at the closer available wave buoy (Tarragona buoy
from Puertos del Estado). From this figure it could be argued
that the peak of storm Gloria is an exceptional event, higher
than other recorded maxima as shown in the plot and coincident
with the distribution asymptote, which may indicate storm Gloria
belongs to a different population that would be related to a zonal
change of wave climate (probabilistic distributions of the main
wave parameters such as significant wave height, peak period
and average directions), probably associated to an effective global
change. Such exceptional character is underpinned by the storm
energetic content, which was 417 MWh/m (Megawatts per hour
per linear meter of coastline), clearly exceeding previous events,
and characterized by an average (since 2004) of 35 MWh/m,
which is an order of magnitude smaller.
From the adjusted extreme function and confidence limits
there is a 90% probability that wave conditions reached in
January 2020 in front of the Tarragona province (Tarragona buoy)
correspond to a return period longer than 80 years. This return
period does not mean, as indicated by some experts (e.g. Lorente
et al., 2021), that another 80 years will pass until the coast receives

storm impact) with long-term criteria (e.g., maintenance of
coastal defenses or biodiversity status). Only from an ethical
perspective it will become credible to carry out a scale-dependent
evaluation, comparing short to long term dynamics or small
scale benefits versus larger scale interventions, better suited to
the full development of ecosystem services. Such a balanced
approach, within an ethical framework and with co-designed
criteria, is the only meaningful way to assess costs/impacts
for traditional versus nature-based interventions, recognizing
that natural solutions may present some short term apparent
losses (e.g., breaching existing defenses) but can provide mid
to long term benefits impossible to achieve by conventional
engineering (e.g., decarbonizing coastal protection). These multiscale (in time and space) assessments should balance ethics with
available knowledge and uncertainty levels (e.g., Helton-Fauth
et al., 2003), considering their effect on engagement/perception
and promoting shared benefits that are transferred to next
generations. Such intergenerational and cross-sectoral transfer
of benefits suppose an ethical “contract” that can be breached
(Mumford et al., 2007) by excessive competition or deficiently
designed coastal interventions, usually linked to an overvaluation
of short term benefits or bias toward specific interests. The
ethical approach will foster a transition from self-interest and
company profit to common interest and social responsibility,
avoiding an overconsumption of natural resources (e.g., coastal
squeezing) that is likely to get aggravated under future conditions.
Such aggravation will favor more frequent breaches of the
ethical “contract,” that should be explicitly incorporated into
coastal science and technologies to reconcile natural capital
with socio-economic assets and to introduce long-term values
in present coastal decisions. By building an ethical contract
among generations and power actors, it will be possible to
jointly promote coastal sustainability and avoid the common
maladaptation practices now observed, introducing uncertainty
in data/models and limits of evaluations/simulations to enhance
the shared responsibility for sustaining our coastal system.

FIELD DATA AND STATISTICAL
PROCESSING: UNCERTAINTY IN
DIAGNOSIS
Coastal analyses, necessary for adaptation decisions and for
the design/selection of interventions, require field data to
characterize drivers and responses. This characterization should
have enough coverage in time/space to enable a robust assessment
at the scales considered in the analysis, which may go from
a storm event (scale of days) to climatic impacts (scale of
decades). The most apparent impacts occur under impulsive
storms, particularly extreme ones that find coastal systems
out of equilibrium with incoming waves. Here, the scarcity
of data introduces larger uncertainties which, unless handled
with advanced statistical tools and an ethical basis, may lead to
contradictory expert opinion on the storm features. This can be
illustrated by the storm Gloria (Pérez et al., 2021) that impacted
Western Mediterranean coasts in January 2020 and which some
experts characterized as exceptional, while others postulated
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FIGURE 3 | Weibull extreme distribution function plotting significant wave height against return period. The data set corresponds to the period 1990–2012 recorded
by the XIOM wave buoy station in front of the Ebro delta, at a depth of 60m and which was dismounted in 2012. Fit according to least squares and Goda’s formula
for the relative frequencies, applying a threshold of 2.5 m to define wave storms for the extreme sample.

the figure is the difficulty to determine the exceptionality of the
event, even its return period, by applying only the central value
of the extreme distribution function.
The peak Hs value during storm Gloria clearly exceeds
previously recorded maxima, suggesting this storm can denote
some change in climatic patterns and limitations in the
available wave height time series, supported by the fact that
the storm peak level is close to the asymptote of the extreme
distribution function. This would mean a transition to a different
storm population, resulting in underestimations when using
distributions fitted to past events when applied to project
future impacts. The apparent paradox, where the storm can be
considered simultaneously as an event from the same population
or as a representative of a new population affected by climate
change, can be related to the implicit stationarity assumption
associated with extreme value assessments. Ethics require making
explicit the assumed stationarity or lack of, together with the
various uncertainties stemming from those hypotheses, the
limited size of extreme samples and the statistical techniques

a similar storm but it must be acknowledged that the return
period of the Gloria event is significantly larger than that of other
recent storms that produced significant damages along this coast.
The central (median) estimation of the storm peak significant
wave height, corresponding to the red line in Figure 3 (significant
wave height above 7.5 m in the Ebro delta coast and close to 8.5
m in the deep-water buoy off the Valencia coast), if applied for
the design of coastal infrastructure, would give a return period of
about 500 years, although the lower confidence interval is close
to the asymptote, indicating a return period well in excess of
500 years. These results underpin the caution and ethics needed
to estimate return periods from such extreme distributions,
which should be preferentially used the other way round, that is
introducing a return period in the horizontal axis and selecting a
wave height in the vertical axis. In any case, the assessment should
be carried out with indication of confidence intervals and the
danger of estimates close to the asymptotes. Without these ethical
constraints, the public opinion may be easily misled, as it actually
happened in the aftermath of the storm. Another conclusion from
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formulations will be transformed by morphodynamic and budget
calculations in a non-linear manner, seldom made explicit.
Even when combining field measurements, for instance to
characterize topo-bathymetric evolution for a given coastal cell,
with sediment transport laboratory-based formulations, the error
level in data from different sources is not usually considered
and this applies very clearly to mobile bed experiments where
the sediment size has not been reduced properly due to scale
limitations in the experimental facility (Petruzzelli et al., 2013).
This section will illustrate some seldom recognized uncertainties
in lab data extrapolations which then condition engineering
calculations, so that without an ethical basis that acknowledges
such uncertainties, coastal engineering projects will seldom
perform as expected, justifying the lack of proactive action
within a general coastal pessimism and a trend toward do
nothing options.

applied. Wave storm projections, considering these new energetic
events as belonging to a different population, would lead to higher
estimates, corresponding to more frequent and severe storms,
as it has been observed in recent years (Lin-Ye et al., 2020; de
Alfonso et al., 2021).
However, the Gloria storm is not so far away from other
recent events recorded in this Western Mediterranean area
and is still compatible with the assumption of a steady wave
climate. An energy based analysis of all storms recorded by the
Tarragona buoy, with 17.5 years of effective data, shows that
Gloria represented a maximum in incoming wave energy, with
417 MWh/m, but not so different from other recent events such
as the storm in January 2017 which reached 325 MWh/m, i.e.,
about 70% of the Gloria energetic content (Figure 4).
In terms of energetic contents, Gloria storm had a duration
of 4.25 days, being comparable to other events in the area,
where there were recorded storm durations of 4.41 days in
December 2016, 5.52 days in 2017 (longest), and 4.94 days in
April 2019. The duration is, thus, not exceptional and the peak
intensity (Figure 3) has a return period between 80 years and an
indefinite value that cannot be estimated due to the small size
of the extreme sample available. Based on the 90% confidence
band it is therefore not possible to qualify this Gloria storm as
exceptional and the event duration justifies this assessment. The
return period for the central distribution line is still within the
range of what can be considered an extreme event but without
becoming an abnormal (outlier) value. By repeating the extreme
analysis, sweeping thresholds between 2.2 and 2.7 m selected to
characterize storm events in the Western Mediterranean area,
it was decided to compare two main thresholds (Egozcue and
Ortego, 2005; Sánchez-Arcilla et al., 2008b). The comparison
of 2.7 m with the previously considered threshold of 2.5 m
indicates different distributions depending on the selected levels.
The best fit for the 2.7 m threshold case is provided by a Gumbel
function, which is shown in Figure 5. By increasing the wave
storm threshold from 2.5 m to 2.7 m the lower bound of the
90% confidence interval asymptotically tends to the peak of the
Gloria storm, indicating that this event falls within the confidence
band of the Gumbel extreme event distribution. This means
that this storm, analyzed with the sample of extreme events
defined with respect to the 2.7 m threshold, is therefore not
an exceptional storm according to this distribution function.
Such result illustrates the need to combine advanced statistical
knowledge and an ethical perspective to assess the exceptionality
of extreme events, with direct implications for insurance and
engineering decisions.

Error Intervals in Lab Data
Hydraulic laboratory data need to be applied for calibrating the
formulations that characterize turbulence and water-sediment
interaction processes, lying at the core of coastal engineering
calculations and decisions. This calibration plays a key role in
reducing uncertainty for coastal impact assessments, particularly
under climate change conditions where models are forced
to work outside their common calibration range. However,
measured data either in the field or in the lab present large
error intervals, aggravated when using reduced scale models that
distort hydraulic, geometric and sediment scaling laws (Hugues,
1993; Soulsby, 1997). The introduction of advanced opto-acoustic
recording equipment enables much higher resolution, but the
application to areas with sharp gradients, such as the air-sea
or seabed boundary layers or with poorly known mechanics,
such as swash zone or ripple beds (Astruc et al., 2012; Fromant
et al., 2019), still present significant error intervals seldom made
explicit. Such uncertainty can be illustrated by sediment fluxes in
the highly turbulent wave breaker zone, where the observational
gear is forced to work under highly variable conditions for which
it was not initially designed.
The reliability of water and sediment flux predictions in
the surf zone depends on the type of breakers, sediment
granulometry and the interaction between different flow and
transport modes (e.g., long-waves or suspended suspension
pulses). The error level of registered data, automatically
introduced into engineering formulations, determines the
reliability of coastal hydro-morphodynamic calculations,
especially in storm events, which is translated into uncertainty
for erosion or flooding storm impact calculations. These impacts
are associated to sharp gradients, such as in plunging breakers,
where a large amount of incoming oscillatory wave energy is
transformed into to turbulent kinetic energy and vortices that
generate important sediment fluxes (e.g., Ting and Reimnitz,
2015) and therefore produce significant impacts. Violent
plunging breakers trap air volumes under the overturning crest
and generate abundant air bubbles within the water column, in
sufficient amount to affect the measurement capacity of most
of optic and acoustic equipment used in the field and hydraulic
labs. Such affectation may limit data accuracy and interpretation,

LAB DATA AND ERROR INTERVALS:
MORPHODYNAMIC AND ENGINEERING
CONSEQUENCES
Sediment fluxes determine transport rates and from here the
sediment budget for a given coastal cell can be estimated.
Longshore sand transport in particular, is one of the main
drivers for morphodynamic evolution at yearly scales (Stive
et al., 2002) and the error interval of sediment transport
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FIGURE 4 | Time series of integrated wave storm energetic contents, where storm events are defined with respect to a 2.5 m threshold for the significant wave
height. The plot corresponds to wave buoy recorded data at the Tarragona deep water buoy (depth of 688 m) and it shows the Gloria peak (January 2020) and the
January 2017 peak, as very energetic events in the last 3 years.

for typical wave trains in a large-scale lab flume such as the CIEM
flume in BarcelonaTech managed by LIM/UPC (Oliveira et al.,
2012). The ensemble average free surface elevation computed
from the PPT for a regular wave train with H = 0.85 m and T = 4
s and taking into account wave non-linearity, presents important
differences depending on the level of bubbles present. PPT and
OBS were deployed at the same vertical level in a moving carriage,
providing records of bubble variation and pressures from which
water free surface, an essential variable to characterize for
instance the incident wave height, was determined. Panel a) in
Figure 6 shows the recorded water surface elevation under a
single wave within a train, as it approaches the seabed bar and
starts breaking. Such a breaking process results in wave height
decay over and right after the breaker bar, as depicted by the
black dots in the lower central image of Figure 6, where the
full black dots denote wave height evolution across the beach
profile. Panels B–D present a clear drop around t/T = 0.2 on
the water surface ensemble averaged signal, produced by the air
bubble cloud going through the PPT sensor. The drop on the
PPT signal faithfully matches a similar drop in the ADV Signalto-Noise Ratio and is supported by the sequence of collected
images. The point where the downward plunging crest impinges
the free surface in front was measured at x = 54.9 m, which is
the position presented in panel B, corresponding to the apparent
fission of the incoming wave associated to air bubble impulsive
generation by wave breaking. In all panels A–D the dashed green
line shows the standard deviation from the sample of incoming
registered waves, with respect to the ensemble average depicted
by the continuous black line.
The confidence interval of width two standard deviations,
centered on the ensemble average, increases from bar crest to bar

reducing the reliability of registered wave heights, induced
velocities and suspended sediment concentrations.
These limitations in registered data result in uncertainties to
characterize hydro-morphodynamic patterns in the surf zone,
degrading the reliability of impact assessments particularly under
the more energetic events, featuring a larger amount of bubble
generation but also responsible for the most damaging impacts
on coastal systems. Even advanced measuring equipment, like
Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters, may deliver data degraded
by the presence of such bubbly environments, although the
recorded digital information enables an objective assessment
of the error level in the data and their possible distortion by
violent air entrainment (bubbles) into the water column. By
jointly considering the registered amplitudes and the correlation
between values (Cáceres et al., 2020), together with the delivered
signal-to-noise ratio, it is possible to determine the error level
and reliability of the measured signals. However, when the
measurement equipment does not provide a digital signal or the
data application does not consider this source of uncertainty,
the error level remains implicit and the engineering calculations
may lead to wrong predictions. This problem affects also Optical
Backscatter Sensors (OBS), a limitation already considered (Puleo
et al., 2006; Cáceres et al., 2020) in the literature, but which until
now was not applied to the data derived from the commonly used
Pore Pressure Transducers (PPT). Conventional applications
considered that air bubbles could not affect PPT data, although
available lab recordings clearly showed that PPT were affected,
particularly under plunging breakers, by air bubbles that reduced
data accuracy and hindered a correct physical interpretation.
Such loss of accuracy is presented in Figure 6, which shows
the percentage of waves that produce air bubble events (Ppeaks )

Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 5 | Alternative (compare with Figure 3) extreme distribution function, plotting significant wave height against return period. The data set is identical to that in
Figure 3, corresponding to the period 1990–2012 and the XIOM wave buoy station in front of the Ebro delta at a depth of 60 m (dismounted in 2012. In this case a
threshold of 2.7 m has been selected to define wave storms for the extreme sample. The function providing the best fit, using least squares and Goda’s formula for
the plotting-position, is a Gumbel distribution function.

error interval close to 250%. These error intervals preclude
deterministic assessments, particularly when used for diagnostic
or prognostic applications and should be presented explicitly,
based on redundant data that enable calibration followed by
validation and the available knowledge on governing laws
for the dominant processes. Such an explicit assessment of
uncertainty, supported by an objective and ethical discussion,
should facilitate the uptake of lab and field data to bound errors in
engineering calculations, supporting knowledge based decisions
and a stronger commitment of coastal deciders and stakeholders.

trough, that is as the bubble cloud and wave interactions induce
non-linear transfers between frequency bands in the breaking
wave spectrum. The air bubble cloud is a nearly permanent
although non steady feature that distorts all PPT measurements
over the bar-trough region and is maintained by the arrival
of subsequent breaking waves. Such an air bubble cloud, also
detected by the percentage of bubble-induced peaks in the OBS
signal (Ppeaks variable in the lower central panel), has a pervasive
effect and degrades the reliability of the recorded free surface
elevation, introducing error levels that may exceed, as shown
in panel D, the 100% error level for wave height assessments.
This uncertainty, if made explicit, should be considered in
breaker zone hydro-morphodynamic analyses which, however,
seldom take into account the underlying uncertainty and force
conclusions that suite the research or application interests but
which are not truly supported by the data. Such error intervals
will grow when extrapolating to real or prototype scale and
when using the wave height estimates to calculate other derived
variables. For instance, sediment transport depends on wave
height to a power that goes from 2.5 to 5 as described in
next subsection, which would mean that for a dependency
to the third power, a 50% error in wave height becomes an

Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org

Morphodynamic and Engineering
Consequences
Sediment transport formulations are calibrated with lab and field
data and should, thus, include the error interval of such data. But
in practice, those intervals are “lost” after the initial validation of
the formulation. In addition, transport formulations represent a
potential transport capacity, never verified if there is not enough
sand available, which introduces an even greater uncertainty
not always acknowledged in engineering applications. The key
variables for sediment budget calculations (Figure 7), at the
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FIGURE 6 | Presence of air bubble peaks induced by wave breaking (P peaks variable), in percentage and as a function of the bar-trough geometry (lower central
panel). Plots (A–D) depict the ensemble free water surface (black continuous line) computed from a PPT signal, progressively more affected by the bubble cloud as
the wave breaks over the bar and evolves into the following seabed trough. The ensemble variation of registered free surface signals within the incoming wave train is
represented by the green dashed lines, corresponding to one standard deviation above and below the ensemble average and showing how the variability and
uncertainty increase with breaking and air bubble non-linear interactions, as the regular incoming waves progress from bar crest to trough.

universally accepted criterion, since it depends on the time scale
of the analysis and the complexity of the considered beach
profiles, where the usual configurations feature more than one

basis of most coastal engineering assessments, are the longshore
sediment transport rate, the depth of closure (DC in the figure)
and the berm height (B in the figure), usually characterized in a
deterministic manner.
The deterministic approach comes from the need to
provide quantitative estimates for coastal decision making
(e.g., artificial sand nourishment volumes) and by the cost
associated with regular topo-bathymetric surveys, which limits
a proper statistical characterization. Sediment budget and
morphodynamic evolution are inferred from observed shoreline
displacements, calculated from aerial or satellite data (e.g.,
ortophotos from aerial images or Sentinel 2 shoreline positions).
To go from shoreline positions to sediment volumes and fluxes
it is necessary to estimate the upper and lower limits of sediment
transport, defined by the B and DC variables already mentioned.
DC is typically obtained from a comparison of surveyed profiles
(Figure 8) or from available formulations (e.g., Hallermeier,
1981), both approaches presenting uncertainties that may go
from 3 to 15% (CIIRC, 2010). The DC formulations require
the estimation of a wave height exceeded 12 hours per year,
which again introduces the uncertainties from the wave height
probability distribution, already discussed in section “Coastal
Adaptation Pathways: Decisions for a Sustainable Conservation.”
For estimating the berm height B (Figure 9) there is no
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FIGURE 7 | Beach profile schematization for sediment budget calculations,
indicating the berm height (B), the closure depth (DC), and characteristic
distances along (L) and across (1x) shore to define the coastal slice volume.
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FIGURE 8 | Set of beach profiles from the Ebro delta in the Spanish Mediterranean coast, showing the standard deviation for the ensemble of surveyed profiles
(vertical axis) against the profile depth (horizontal axis). The zero depth indicates the still water level shoreline, while positive depths correspond to the emerged profile
and negative depths to the submerged one. The profile geometry is depicted by the inset in the upper right hand side, showing depth (vertical axis) against distance
to the origin, defined from a back beach milestone.

FIGURE 9 | Beach profile (red line) from the Ebro delta in the Spanish Mediterranean coast, referred to the still water level (blue line) and depicting the inner
submerged breaker bar (right hand side) together with the various berms (left hand side), whose level is indicated by arrows. This profile geometry, referred to
horizontal cross-shore distance (X axis) and vertical level (Y axis) corresponds to typical geometries commonly found in microtidal coasts, but presents similar traits
for other beach environments, illustrating the difficulty to define the berm level (B variable in text), which depends on the energy level of incoming waves and the time
scale of the analysis.

berm (Figure 9) leaving the final value selection to technical
expertise and ethical considerations, given its direct relevance for
estimating sediment volumes which directly condition the cost of
the engineering intervention.
Sediment transport rate predictions, relying on a set of
state-of-the-art formulations, aggregate various sources of
uncertainty stemming from hydrodynamics/morphodynamics
and their interactions (wave/storm parameters and granulometry
distributions, etc.). Moreover, these formulations represent the
potential transport capacity (actual transport depending on
sediment availability) and have been calibrated for conditions
that normally do not coincide with those at the studied
site. One of the simplest (yet more robust) approaches is

Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org

the CERC formulation (USACE, 1984), still amply used in
coastal engineering projects. The CERC equation is based on
the assumption of a linear relationship between the sediment
transport rate (Q) and the incident wave energy flux at breaking
(Pls,b ), which may be written as:
 3
m
KCERC
 Pls,b
=
Q
(1)
s
(ρs − ρw ) g 1 − p
Pls,b =

p
1 2
Hb ρw g ghb sin (2αb )
16

(2)

being KCERC the proportionality factor, g the gravitational
acceleration, ρs and ρw the sediment and water densities, p the
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porosity and Hb the wave height at breaking, which occurs at a
depth hb with an angle of wave incidence of αb .
The proportionality coefficient KCERC includes all
uncertainties due to the limited accuracy of this formulation
and the role of all variables not present in the expression, but
which from basic physics should affect (Bailard, 1984; Kamphuis,
2002; Smith et al., 2009) sediment transport rates (e.g., wave
period, breaker type, granulometry, and beach slope, etc.). KCERC
has been empirically derived from different field experiments
(Table 1), with values ranging from 1 to 0.2, being a value of
0.77 the most widely accepted option if the formula is fed by
Hrms or a value of 0.29 if it uses Hs under the assumption of a
Rayleigh distribution function for the incoming wave field. As a
result, the evaluation of longshore sediment transport and the
associated sediment budget present important uncertainties and
error intervals, not always made explicit, which leads to transport
results that can vary by more than one order of magnitude. The
large number of parameters and error intervals that are included
in sediment transport or budget evaluations result in important
uncertainties that affect coastal decisions, where final conclusions
may depend more on vested interests than on objective criteria.
Here, again, an ethical basis underpinned by an explicit
uncertainty estimation, is of paramount importance to provide a
robust and balanced approach to coastal decision making.
Longshore sediment transport and budget calculations are
usually referred to yearly intervals (Kraus, 1989; Stive et al.,
2002) to avoid instabilities or cumulative errors from shorter
or longer, respectively, scales of analyses. Resulting estimations
should provide explicit bounds for error levels, which sometimes
have been proposed in the literature with different degrees of
acceptance. Available proposals for variation intervals in KCERC
(Table 1) and the main hydro-morpho-dynamic parameters
(Table 2) indicate the wide range of aggregated error intervals,
since the expressions relating these variables are highly nonlinear. Building from state of the art equations that combine
these variables, the total uncertainty in longshore transport

TABLE 2 | Some common variation intervals for the main parameters that affect
sand transport calculations, modified after (Soulsby, 1997).
Parameter

Dn50 (mm)

KCERC

Watts (1953)

0.4

0.89 (0.73–1.03)

Caldwell (1956)

0.4

0.63 (0.16–1.65)

Moore and Cole (1960)
Komar and Inman (1970)
Lee (1975)
Knoth and Nummedal (1977)

1

0.18

0.6

0.82 (0.49–1.15)

0.18

0.77 (0.52–0.92)

?

0.42 (0.24–0.72)

?

0.62 (0.23–1.00)

Inman et al. (1980)

0.2

0.69 (0.26–1.34)

Duane and Janes (1980)

0.15

0.81

Bruno et al. (1981)

0.2

0.87 (0.42–1.15)

0.22

1.15 (0.32–1.63)

Dean et al. (1982)
SPM’84
Dean et al. (1987)

0.2–0.6

0.39–0.92

0.3

1.00 (0.84–1.09)
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Uncertainty interval
±0.2%

Sea water density

ρw

Sediment density

ρsediment

±2%

Kinematic viscosity

ν=µ/ρ

±10%

Sediment grain size

d50 ,d10...

±20%

Water depth

h

±5%

Current velocity

U

±10%

Current direction

θ

±10◦

Wave height

Hs

±10%

Wave period

Tz

±10%

Wave direction

θ

±15◦

TABLE 3 | Typical variation intervals for the geometric parameters defining control
cell volume (Figure 6) in Spanish Mediterranean sandy beaches, adapted from
Gracia (2005) and CIIRC (2010).
Parameter

Average estimator (m)

Uncertainty interval (m)

Alongshore cell length, L

1000

±0.01

Beach berm height, B

1,5

±0.5

Depth of closure, DC

7

±0.2

Cross-shore variation, 1X

3

±0.5

TABLE 4 | Condensed average wave climate for the Spanish Mediterranean
coast, indicating the number of days (ND) and peak direction of wave incidence at
the breaker line (θb ).
Average wave climate
Hsb (m)
classes

TABLE 1 | Average values proposed by different authors for KCERC and
experimentally determined variation intervals (in parenthesis), modified after
Soulsby (1997), where Soulsby’s book includes all references under the “Source”
column.
Source

Notation

Longshore transport uncertainty

Direction
αb (◦ )

Number of
days

Ql (m3/yr)

Ql (m3/yr) error
interval

1

4

100

196.134

±78.454

1,5

5

20

134.873

±53.949

2

6

25

414.374

±165.749
±67.383

2,5

7

5

168.459

3

8

3

151.384

±60.554

1

−3

100

−147.310

±58.924

1,5

−5

75

−505.776

±202.310

2

−8

25

−549.353

±219.741

2,5

−11

10

−521.703

±208.681

3

−4

3

−76.436

±30.574

365

−735.354

±294.142

Total

This information has been obtained for each wave height class, defined in terms of
the significant wave height at the breaker line (Hsb ). The longshore sand transport
rate (Ql ) has been calculated with the CERC formulation and the total error level in
Ql has been obtained from a Taylor series expansion of the error in terms of the key
controlling variables presented in Tables 1–3.

can be estimated by means of a Taylor series expansion
(Kraus and Rosati, 1998), making explicit the contribution
from each variable. The expected range of variation of the
main geometrical parameters (see Figure 7) appears in Table 3,
based on results from multiple surveys for the Catalan coast in
the Spanish Mediterranean (CIIRC, 2010) under representative
oceanographic conditions.
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where the calculated transport value is almost an order of
magnitude larger that the value inferred from aerial photographs,
underpinning the potential transport character of the estimates
provided by the sediment transport formulation.
The discrepancy between actually measured transport, in
this case from a comparison of orthophotos characterizing
shoreline evolution, and the estimates from potential transport
formulations, highlight an important uncertainty in coastal
engineering. Such uncertainty must be made explicit and assessed
form an ethical perspective, avoiding biases by vested interests
that may lead to poorly designed coastal interventions and a loss
of confidence on expert opinion. The mistrust in engineering
calculations may grow from these discrepancies, hampering
anticipatory decisions, and the baseline optimism needed for a
shared work toward coastal sustainability.

From here a sensitivity analysis to assess longshore transport
error intervals can be developed, based on a typical costal stretch
of 1000 m length and located in the Spanish Mediterranean
coast, with a total height (DC + B) of the active beach profile
of 8.5 m (Gracia, 2005), typical of deltaic systems in the Spanish
Mediterranean and with uncertainty intervals as in Table 3,
and derived from repeated surveys in the Ebro delta coast. The
calculated volume of the sedimentary cell (Figure 7) presents
an uncertainty in the total cell volume estimation between 19
and 25%, resulting from the different parameters, which in turn
present different maximum and root-mean-square error limits.
For instance, the total active height of the profile shows a rootmean-square error of 0.5 m and an upper bound for the variation
interval of 0.9 m for the studied Ebro delta coast and similar
coastal profiles.
The considered coastal stretch experiences a relatively uniform
gradient in the longshore sediment transport, typical of a
rectilinear coast such as is the Trabucador barrier beach in the
Ebro delta, subject to oblique wave incidence without excessive
bathymetric induced perturbations. The resulting sediment
budget is also affected by overwash processes that take sand from
the outer coast toward the lagoon side (Jiménez and SánchezArcilla, 1993). In spite of these difficulties, which condition
longshore transport estimations at yearly time scales and should
reflect the aggregation of transport pulses mainly under storm
events, the validation with coastal morphodynamic evolution
requires such a sediment budget aggregation to derive stable
estimates (Schoonees and Theron, 1993; Wang et al., 1998; Wang
and Kraus, 1999). By condensing the available wave data into
a schematised yearly scale variation (Table 4) and introducing
the presented error intervals for the key variables controlling
longshore sediment transport, it is possible to develop a Taylor
series expansion for the error (Taylor, 1997). Applying this
procedure to the Spanish Mediterranean coast and the control
cell of Figure 7, it is obtained that the total error level in longshore
sand transport, using the presented CERC formulation, is of
about 40%. This level of error explains the mismatch often found
in any comparison between calculated potential transport and
actually verified transport from field data (Figure 10). In this
case longshore averaged sediment transport was inferred from
aerial orthophotos, multiplying shoreline advance/retreat by the
active profile thickness (berm height plus closure depth) and
the length of the studied coastal stretch. The resulting volumes
indicate the net erosion/deposition over the period covered by
the aerial images and have been expressed in cubic meters per
year, corresponding to typical values for this part of the Spanish
Mediterranean coast. The steeper (black) line corresponds to net
sediment transport rates averaged over a few years for a typical
Spanish Mediterranean coastal stretch, with estimated transport
rates close to measured data and an error upper limit below 10%
(average fit coefficient is 1.08), which is quite exceptional and
denotes the quality of the performed calculations and subsequent
model calibration. The red line represents calculated longshore
transport values which are about twice the measured ones,
corresponding to a deltaic beach that is sediment starved and
where the potential transport estimated by the formula cannot
take place in the field. There are some points (dashed areas)
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COASTAL RISK ASSESSMENTS:
HAZARD AND VULNERABILITY
ESTIMATIONS
Coastal storms, particularly impulsive ones like those in the
Mediterranean (Pérez et al., 2021), reshape beaches out of wave
equilibrium and may generate important risk levels for highly
pressured coastal zones like those in the Mediterranean. These
risks, estimated as the product of hazard, vulnerability and
exposure, actually happened during storm Gloria, the considered
study case, which affected the Spanish Mediterranean coast in
January 2020. Storm Gloria stalled for several days over the
western Mediterranean Sea, generating large waves (see section
“Field Data and Statistical Processing: Uncertainty in Diagnosis”)
and storm surges (Pérez et al., 2021) that were forewarned by the
Spanish Meteo Agency (AEMET) with red (maximum risk level)
warnings between January 19th and 20th, extended to January
21st for the Catalan coastline. This storm, selected to illustrate the
uncertainties in extreme impact assessments, resulted in personal
losses (14 casualties and 3 more missing) and material damages to
agriculture, infrastructure, and other socio-economic assets, with
insurance claims exceeding 76 million €, while total economic
impacts were estimated to be around 200 million €. Resulting
coastal impacts were analyzed by the Spanish Ministry (CEDEX,
2020), considering the main damages reported, which affected
137 beaches, and applying state of the art valuation techniques
and indicators (Botero et al., 2015; Lucrezi et al., 2016). Based
on the considered indicators, coastal vulnerability was assessed
specifically for each beach and then for longer coastal stretches
with a subset of indicators reported for all beaches in the
selected stretch. The subset of selected indicators characterize
storm impacts based on the main controlling processes that can
be related to: (1) beach profile volume/shape (bp); (2) coastal
protection structures (cs); (3) beach services (showers, accesses,
and facilities) (bs); (4) back-beach dunes (bd); (5) urban (public)
infrastructure (ui); (6) private property (pp); and (7) debris
accumulation (da). The individual beach analysis (called in what
follows “first approach” to vulnerability) estimates vulnerability
from the seven indicators just described, which may be not
be available for all beaches within a generic coastal stretch.
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continental platform and submerged prodelta, which increase the
sea surface elevation due to the combined wind velocity and low
atmospheric pressure.
The performed risk assessment illustrates the relation between
hydro-morphodynamic processes and resulting risks, indicating
the need to combine physical and socio-economic data with
explicit error levels. These errors should be worked out both for
the hazard and the vulnerability factors, together with a sensitivity
assessment for different types of damages and combinations of
meteo-oceanographic factors. A non-negligible part of the risk
uncertainty comes from the selected valuation techniques (e.g.,
Luisetti et al., 2014) and from the fact that risk will evolve
with storm development or recurrence (risk increases) and with
natural coastal recovery (risk decreases), requiring a dynamic
estimation to consider how risk evolves with time and space. Such
risk dynamics must also consider the stabilizing effect of selected
natural processes, such as onshore transport and beach debris,
which integrate marine and riverine sources and illustrate the
importance of natural accretive transport and protection, more
relevant during storm decay stages and for chained storm events,
such as those that affected the studied Spanish Mediterranean
coast from February to May 2020. Physical and geological settings
also produce a spatial variation of risk, that should be made
explicit in regional analyses to provide a holistic characterization
of risk propagation. Such a risk propagation pattern appeared
during storm Gloria for the coast south of the Ebre delta,
where the sheltering effect of this delta, seldom made explicit in
cost/benefit analyses, became apparent for the coast downdrift,
which is the Castellon province, located south of the Ebre. The
deltaic sheltering effect explains why the Castellon province
coast experienced smaller storm impacts than its neighboring
provinces, introducing a clear spatial pattern in risk distribution
that must be considered in regional coastal analyses.
A spatially distributed risk pattern, taking into account the
“fixed” protection elements (such as the deltaic protuberance in
the selected example) and the evolution with time of risk levels,
including the error bounds assessed from limited knowledge, is
the only approach to build socio-economic confidence on risk
assessments. This confidence will require an ethical basis to assess
risks and uncertainty from limited data and presenting clearly
the error levels in the considered social-ecological interactions,
which will always represent a simplification of the actual
coastal system. The vulnerability levels obtained, ranging for
the selected example from 0.41 to 0.33 for the first approach,
and from 0.89 to 0.67 for the second approach, illustrate such
uncertainties, since vulnerability should be largely insensitive to
the calculation procedure. Such a dependence on the selected
approach and the variability with space (e.g., along the coast)
and/or time (e.g., during the storm) highlight the need to present
vulnerability results from an ethical basis, making explicit the
error intervals and providing a neutral (fair) assessment of the
estimation. In the presented study case, and because of the
limited amount of reliable information to estimate the selected
indicators, vulnerability results only provide an approximate
measure of relative damage levels, which showed a growing
trend toward the south of the Catalan coast due to the presence
of the highly vulnerable Ebro delta. Below (further south) the

A comparative more regional analysis, developed for a longer
coastal stretch (called in what follows “second approach” to
vulnerability) retains only the indicators that are available for
all beaches, which are normally numbers 1 (bp), 3 (bs) and 5
(ui). Vulnerability has been estimated for both approaches in
terms of a damage index (di), without considering exposure that
cannot often be properly assessed due to insufficient data. For
all indicators and the two proposed vulnerability approaches a
value of 1 for the indicator represented very significant damage
(equivalent to total loss or destruction), while a value of 0
represented no damage reported. In the first approach to assess
vulnerability di is calculated as the mean of all seven considered
indicators:
di =

bp + cs + bs + bd + ui + pp + da
7

(3)

In the second approach di is calculated as the mean of the three
more relevant indicators, which tend to be more easily available
for all beaches. However, for coastal systems with a back beach
buffer zone formed by dunes, whenever these dunes, representing
the last defense line of the coast, were damaged by the storm, a
value of 1 was selected because the mean value of the indicators
resulted in an underestimation of vulnerability, according to the
available evidence (Pérez et al., 2021)

if no dunes present or
bp+bs+ui
di =
3
present but no damage
(4)
if dunes damaged di = 1
The illustrative analysis, performed for a typical stretch of
the Spanish Mediterranean coast, resulted in 133 beaches, out
of the 137 studied, with significant damages after the impact of
the selected extreme storm. From the first vulnerability approach,
considering all indicators, it was found that most beaches
presented significant vulnerabilities, related to shoreline retreat
and urban infrastructure damage, while damages to coastal
infrastructure and private property was present only in about 10%
of cases. The highest level of the di index was 0.71 and there was
a beach without damages with di = 0.0. These estimates, although
spatially characterizing vulnerability during storm Gloria, should
be handled with care since there are many possible criteria to
assess damage and, when multiplied by the probability of climatic
pressure (wave height in the presented analysis) exceedance (see
section “Field Data and Statistical Processing: Uncertainty in
Diagnosis”) or the combined probability of combined climatic
factors (wave height and storm surge in the presented analysis)
exceedance, risk estimates will present even larger uncertainties.
The fact that the average vulnerability level was 0.41 for the
province of Tarragona (southern Catalan coast) and 0.33 for
the provinces of Barcelona (central coast) and Girona (northern
coast) indicate higher vulnerabilities in the southern part of the
Catalan coast, where the fetch for wave generation was also
larger and led to more energetic incident waves acting on the
southern part of the coast. The high risk levels for the Ebro delta
coast indicate a sediment-starved and low-lying deltaic system
(e.g., Grases et al., 2020), subject to higher waves (southern part
of the coast) and enhanced storm surges because of the wider
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FIGURE 10 | Measured (vertical axis) and calculated (horizontal axis) longshore sand transport rates for a typical stretch in the Spanish Mediterranean coast (black
line corresponding to the Tarragona province) and for a sediment starved coastal sector in the Ebro delta (red line corresponding to the Cap Tortosa area). The
dashed areas indicate profiles where the calculated transport exceeded by almost an order of magnitude the measured one, highlighting the fact that transport
formulations provide a potential transport capacity rather than the actually verified transport.

FIGURE 11 | Relative (left panel A) and cumulative occurrence (right panel B) of vulnerability levels for beaches along the Spanish Mediterranean coast after the
impact of storm Gloria (January 2020). The number of beaches affected, given by frequencies in the vertical axes of the two panels, and the different levels of risk,
indicated by the variations in shape between the orange (vulnerability from 7 indicators) and blue (vulnerability from 3 indicators) lines, indicate how the analysis
depends on the approach selected. The calculated frequencies have been fitted to a Normal distribution, whose parameters appear between parenthesis.
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infrastructure, may result in fragile criteria for coastal decisions,
excluding the key role played by factors such as dune integrity
or the natural protection exerted by accretive transport or debris
accumulation. Moreover, risk and vulnerability assessments
should consider all socio-ecological factors relevant for coastal
adaptation and risk characterizations, discarding variables only
after a proper (knowledge-based) justification. Such limitations
in risk analysis illustrate the need for explicit error intervals
and a fair technical assessment based on ethics, where coastal
stakeholders should be informed of the strengths and weaknesses
of the data and analysis method. The obtained results should
be ethically presented, comparing different options in statistical,
physical and valuation techniques, so that the estimation is
explicit and transparent, reflecting the limits in knowledge
and data. Only from such an ethical basis it will become
meaningful to incorporate risk and vulnerability assessments
into coastal adaptation pathways, resulting in better decisions
that reconcile short/long term priorities and build up a
wider consensus.

delta vulnerability decreased due to the sheltering effect of
the deltaic form.
To facilitate the development of regional adaptation pathways
(e.g., Werners et al., 2021) for the Spanish Mediterranean
coast, linking adaptation with risk levels, these vulnerability
results have to be fitted to a probability distribution. Such
distribution will enable the characterization of low, medium
and high levels of risk (Figure 11) along this or any studied
coast. By an empirical fit to common probability distributions,
from which a Normal function has been selected in our study
case because it provided the better fit, it becomes possible
to analyze if the two vulnerability approaches deliver results
from the same statistical population. Applying a KolmogorovSmirnov test to the relative frequencies of damage levels from
the two approaches, it is apparent that in the studied case
the results represent different populations, depending on the
approach selected for the analysis. This is another indication of
the lack of robustness in many vulnerability and risk assessments,
which therefore need an expert judgment based on ethics and
balanced comparisons. The role of advanced statistics may
enable improved conclusions, provided the data sample is large
and characteristic enough, resulting in improved decisions for
coastal adaptation.
In spite of the discussed uncertainties, the applied quantitative
techniques enable an objective estimation of risk levels along the
coast, showing that commonly only a small percentage of beaches
experience total damage during extreme events. For storm Gloria,
based on the 7 indicators approach, this percentage was about
1%, while the percentage obtained with the 3 indicators was
approximately 60%. Such discrepancies, unless tamed by ethics,
will prevent decision making and will increase the mistrust on
expert analysis or even numerical results in general, with direct
consequences for coastal investments. And yet the quantitative
information stemming from knowledge-based analyses is an
excellent basis to make decisions or reach consensus, provided
that the derived estimates are based on ethics and, whenever
possible, associated to error bars that indicate the underlying
uncertainty. The vulnerability results from the 3 indicators
(second approach) is clearly biased toward high damage values,
with higher statistical moments than those obtained for the 7
indicators (the first moment is 42.88 for the 7 indicators and
77.28 for the 3 indicators). This behavior, showing a larger
uncertainty and wider variability for a reduced set of indicators
that, however, could be quantified for a larger number of
beaches, illustrate the difficulties to extend this type of analysis
to regional cases, spanning longer and more heterogeneous
coastal sectors.
The performed risk assessment, although simplified, illustrates
the conundrum of deriving quantitative estimators for coastal
adaptation decisions. From a technical point of view, the use
of a reduced set of indicators (3 in the presented example)
should lead to a more robust and regional analysis of coastal
vulnerability, focusing on the beach area and infrastructure
whose physical integrity was more directly affected by extreme
storms. However, the limited information provided by just three
indicators, with fuzzy estimations of the impact and dynamic
response depending on beach morphology and presence of
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SHARED COASTAL FUTURES: ETHICS
AND OPTIMISM
The presented analyses illustrate the inherent error in coastal risk
assessments with present knowledge/data and how the prevailing
uncertainties may vary within the Spanish Mediterranean
coast. The development of coastal adaptation pathways and
particularly the quantification of tipping points, deadlines for
urgent coastal decisions, will suffer from the same error levels,
stemming from meteo-oceanographic factors characterizing
hazards (section “Field Data and Statistical Processing:
Uncertainty in Diagnosis”), coastal impact/response calculations
(section “Lab Data and Error Intervals: Morphodynamic and
Engineering Consequences”), and vulnerability/risk assessments
(section “Coastal Risk Assessments: Hazard and Vulnerability
Estimations”). And yet, there is a growing consensus (e.g.,
Haasnoot et al., 2020) that such uncertainty should not preclude
decisions on coastal adaptation, since the do-nothing option
may lead to larger mid/long-term impacts and costs, further
exceeding what could be achieved by anticipatory decisions.
The required transformation to preserve present coastal
systems and facilitate shared coastal futures, should combine
biophysical and socio-economic science, often unbalanced
in technical assessments, and the aggregation must reflect
an ethical dimension that presents error intervals and the
limits of the performed analyses. Making the risk and impact
estimation more transparent and ethical is considered to be key
for avoiding recent past blunders in coastal decision making,
where adaptation pathways and particularly their tipping
points became controversial subjects that precluded timely
decisions. As a result, reactive decision-making or even the “do
nothing” option were favored, leading to a steady degradation
of coastal systems and increasing risk levels for population and
economic/natural assets. A proactive approach, with anticipatory
action that incorporates long-term priorities and builds upon
robust (science-based) knowledge, should promote a balanced
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perception by stakeholders and general society, avoiding biased
expert decisions or flattening public opinion rather than
incorporating it into the knowledge basis for decision making.
Such an approach, grounded by ethics, has proved to be a
better long-term strategy for sustainable stakeholder cooperation,
linked to a level of knowledge-based optimism (Seabright, 1993)
that will facilitate a durable engagement.
Recent advances on models and observations (e.g., SánchezArcilla et al., 2021) enable such an anticipatory approach
which, however, may be hindered by vested conclusions and
implicit error levels that hide a lack of ethics in the sense of
promoting results that comply better with the interests of the
more powerful stakeholders. Such a lack of ethical basis may
erode the optimism necessary for anticipatory action, hampering
the development of environmentally friendly and socially shared
decisions, explaining why present societies balk at investments
or interventions with mid/long-term benefits, and limited shortterm returns. Such a short term bias, often accompanied by a
too limited environmental responsibility, can be linked to the
cumulative effect of limited ethics in environmental assessments,
climatic analyses and valuation of coastal assets during the
last decades. Promoting an ethical basis that combines short
term with long term priorities and is not distorted by powerful
stakeholders, will slowly demonstrate the benefits of explicit error
intervals and fair decisions under uncertainty, favoring a return
to the threshold level of optimism required for anticipatory
coastal decisions. Below that threshold level, only short term
coastal priorities will be considered, in a societal drive toward
lower environmental responsibility, particularly toward future
generations. Such a drive should be prevented, since it will
severely limit the sustainability of present coastal systems,
hampering the legacy of multifarious benefits from healthy
coastal zones to future generations. That dangerous evolution
should prompt an accelerated introduction of ethics in coastal
assessments and adaptation decisions, so that error intervals
for hazard and vulnerability estimations are made explicit,
generating enough confidence and optimism to preserve coastal
values for shared benefits.
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